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Hello!
My name is Tori Hong and I’m an iustrator with Hmong and Korean roots based in Minneapolis. When I was 
making the iustration on the cover, “Abolitionist Elder”, I was imagining the future I wanted to see when I 
grow older.

The grandmother you see in the middle is actuay a drawing of what I hope I look like in the future! I hope to 
be an abolitionist who works to protect everyone’s right to live freely and safely (and who proudly wears 
clothing connected to her heritage!). And as you’ see, my elder self is sewing a story cloth, a special clothing connected to her heritage!). And as you’ see, my elder self is sewing a story cloth, a special 
practice of recording history in my Hmong culture. 

If you look closely, you’ nd…
 
           You know that this is a self-portrait of me in the future because of the tattoo on the 
           grandmother’s neck, which has my last name 홍 (“Hong” written in Korean).
            •   How do you wish to look in the future? What are you wearing? What is sti the 
                            same about you? What has changed?
            •   Do you have a detail (an accessory, a favorite t-shirt, a hairstyle) that people 
                who know you can see and recognize as you?
 

           The image of people taking care of their gardens and of each other is what I see 
           around me now and what I hope to see in the future!
            •   What is something you see around you now that you hope to sti see in the future?

                      The image of a protest in front of a burning police station records my memory of 
           the uprisings after the unjust death of George Floyd.
            •   What is a problem that you have seen that you want to see changed in the future? 
                What is something that you can do to be a part of that change?

Now, I invite you to imagine and draw YOURSELF and YOUR WORLD in the future on the next page!

Sincerely,
Tori
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